The Centre for University – Industry Collaboration (CUIC) proudly presents M/s Walmart Global Tech India jointly with AIC, Anna University incubation Foundation planning to conduct Hackathon of the title “Future of Retail”. Kindly encourage your students to login the below mentioned website to know more details and win exciting prizes as follows.

https://one.walmart.com/content/globaltechindia/en_in/spark-of-technology/hackathon.html

- Mac Book Air M1
- Full time job opportunity for the final year students
- Internship opportunity for the pre-final year students

In this regard, interested and eligible students can submit their ideas in the below mentioned survey form. The registration closes on 18th March 2021, 5.00 p.m.

https://surveysays.walmart.com/survey/f9UHxlEjr
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